DNA supercoiling and transcription in Escherichia coli: The FIS connection.
The nucleoid-associated protein FIS modulates the topology of DNA in a growth-phase dependent manner functioning homeostatically to counteract excessive levels of negative superhelicity. We propose that this is achieved by at least two mechanisms: the physical constraint of low levels of negative superhelicity by FIS binding to DNA and by a reduction in the expression and effectiveness of DNA gyrase. In addition, high levels of expression of the fis gene do themselves require a high negative superhelical density. On DNA substrates containing phased high affinity binding sites, as exemplified by the upstream activating sequence of the tyrT promoter, FIS forms tightly bent DNA structures, or microloops, that are necessary for the optimal expression of the promoter. We suggest that these microloops compensate in part for the FIS-induced lowering of the superhelical density.